Cloud computing has proliferated as the new computing paradigm that provides flexible, on-demand computing services in a pay-asyou-go fashion. Given fixed cloud resource capacity, a fundamental problem is to determine which user demands to satisfy at each time point, for maximizing the social welfare of the cloud eco-system. Such cloud resource allocation in practice requires online decision making upon arrivals of job requests. A natural, de facto standard here is a posted pricing mechanism: the cloud provider publishes resource prices; cloud users act as price takers who accept/reject the cloud service by comparing the prices with their job valuations.
Second, we construct optimal pricing functions for more realistic cloud resource allocation scenarios, where the potential total demand of resources is bounded. Interestingly, this result also contributes to the literature on knapsack problems, in that our problem is closely related to a variant of the online knapsack problem [3, 10] , where the total weight of items is upper bounded.
Third, we extend the pricing functions to take into account multiple resource types. We propose a joint pricing and scheduling strategy over multiple time slots. We further prove tight competitive ratios for these scenarios.
We further verify effectiveness of our price design in realistic cloud computing scenarios using simulation studies, relaxing assumptions made in the theoretical analysis. Finally, we note that our pricing models and algorithms are generally applicable to posted pricing mechanism design in other online resource allocation systems, which share similar characteristics as a cloud computing system.
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